RENEWABLE INITIATIVES FORUM: DIALOGUE ON
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES FOR RENEWABLES AND
TRANSMISSION
March 10, 2009
Washington, D.C.

MEETING SUMMARY

Abstract: Over 50 leaders participated in the Renewable Initiatives Forum: Dialogue on
Implementation Issues for Renewables and Transmission, co -sponsored by the American Wind
Energy Association, the Biomass Power Association, the National Association of Regulatory
Utilities Commissioners, the National Conference of State Legislatures, the National Wind
Coordinating Collaborative, the Western Area Power Administration, the National Hydropower
Association and others.
The forum provided the opportunity for stakeholders and decision makers to gain further insight
into the collaboration and coordination that is necessary to meet the goals of the aggressive
national energy agenda.
Forum presentations are online at http://www.nationalwind.org/events/renew.htm. A brief
summary of each session appears below. The forum agenda and final participant list appear in
the Appendix.
I. Perspectives on Federal Policy Direction and Initiatives
President Obama has stated, “We will double this nation’s supply of renewable energy in the
next three years.” This session provided perspectives from three sectors whose organizations are
responding to the administration’s energy agenda. The Energy Future Coalition, a nonpartisan
public policy initiative that seeks to speed the transition to a new energy economy, The
Wilderness Society, an organization aimed at conservation and wilderness protection, and the
American Wind Energy Association, each provided an overview of their respective
organization’s responses to the administration’s agenda.
Bill White, of the Energy Future Coalition, www.energyfuturecoalition.org,
presented the Coalition’s vision statement ,The National Clean Energy Smart Grid:
An Economic, Environmental, and National Security Imperative, that has contributed to
legislation introduced by Senator Reid. The bill, titled Clean Renewable Energy and Economic
Development Act, amends the Federal Power Act to require the President to designate certain
geographical areas as national renewable energy zones, and for other purposes (A transcript of
Senator Reid’s recent comments about the bill can be found in the Appendix) Guiding principles
for the vision statement are listed below. The complete vision statement are found in the
Appendix.
Recognizing the complex nature of the electric grid, its importance to the future of our economy,
and its impact on our environment, these new policies, and authorities should be developed and
implemented in accordance with several key principles:
 Interconnection-wide grid planning should not duplicate or supplant already ongoing
planning efforts at the utility and regional level, but rather should build on them.
 The interconnection-wide planning process should take into account: opportunities for
improved end-use energy efficiency, customer demand response, clean distributed
generation, and energy storage; opportunities to improve the efficiency of the grid; and
opportunities to diversify and transform the Nation’s power supply resources.
 New transmission plans should dramatically enhance our capacity to meet steep
greenhouse gas emission reduction goals by targeting new clean renewable energy
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resources and limiting interconnection for new high-emitting generation (while still
ensuring reliability).
Use of federal project certification and siting procedures to expedite construction of new
grid facilities identified in interconnection-wide transmission plans is critical to reliable
and efficient delivery of remote renewable energy to load centers, with a special role for
state and local agencies on siting considerations to minimize adverse impacts.

Greg Wetstone, Senior Director for Government and Public Affairs at the American Wind
Energy Association (AWEA), discussed AWEA’s legislative agenda and stressed the
importance of not requesting too much of Congress at one time and having the proper vehicle
for transmission legislation. Mr. Wetstone indicated the House of Representatives is likely to
introduce a “mega” energy bill that will address cap and trade, a national RES/RPS, and
possibly transmission. This strategy appeals to moderate democratic Representatives. Senator
Reid has indicated he is likely to support the House approach of a combined bill. The Senate
will likely not introduce legislation until summer.
Chase Huntley of The Wilderness Society stressed the importance of creating a better path
forward for siting transmission on public lands, using geo-spatial information systems to outline
constraints and pointed to the Renewable Energy Transmission Initiative (RETI) and the
Western Governor’s Association (WGA) Western Renewable Energy Zones (WREZ) processes
as good examples of balancing renewables with wildlife conservation interests. Mr. Huntley also
discussed the difference in perspective from industry to environmental and conservationist
organizations: all want renewables to be successful, but conservationists would like to see
transmission expansion done in a strategic manner that does not threaten wildlife or sensitive
habitats. Mr. Huntley pointed to the fundamental shift in national politics as the opportunity for
this kind of coalition of parties to agree on this vision.
II. Department of Energy Perspective
In this session, officials from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) identified top priorities the
agency has for implementing broad national policy and what outside coordination was necessary
for DOE to be successful.
Megan McCluer, Program Manager, U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy (EERE), Wind and Hydropower Technologies Program, discussed the
role the DOE Wind Program will have going forward as it responds to President Obama’s
energy agenda. Ms. McCluer emphasized that DOE does not set energy policy, but rather is
engaged in activities to help implement policy put forth by the administration.
Ms. McCluer also referenced the Recovery Act initiated by the Obama administration and
outlined how DOE has responded to date. Projects proposed by DOE offices to receive
Recovery Act funds are currently undergoing a rigorous vetting process. Ms. McCluer noted that
DOE is working to choose projects that promote economic development and self-sustaining
industry and that would eventually become independent of federal funding. Ms. McCluer also
iterated the importance of workforce development in the overarching discussion of renewables
implementation. The question of how companies can retain and hire new employees is a key
priority.
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On transmission, Ms. McCluer pointed out that the Wind Program has been working to support
DOE’s Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability. To ensure its continued success
working on transmission issues, she suggested the NWCC might want to consider branching out
to collaborate with other renewables and organizations in order to create a wider reach and a
stronger voice.
David Meyer, of the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Electricity Delivery, and Energy
Reliability, outlined the priorities the nation faces with regard to transmission development and
expansion, from his own perspective. He stated these were not official statements from the
DOE, but rather his opinions. “The highest priority we face: is to develop well-grounded,
connected plans for high-voltage networks,” Meyer also noted broad considerations for
transmission discussion:
 The design of the transmission network should be based on a broad range of scenarios.
 The design of the network should be based on a range of futures and for each future,
what the associated transmission requirements and common core scenarios need to be
defined.
 Analyses should be done in a way that builds support across a wide-range of
stakeholders.
Mr. Meyer then identified possible next steps necessary to aid in future discussions of
transmission implementation.
 Transmission modeling tools, databases, and meetings of study groups need to be open
to the public. Money exists in the stimulus bill for this kind of work as well as ensuring
regional and state officials and NGO’s can participate in studies.
 Regional planning initiatives should be further developed and expanded based on what is
modeled.
 Launch an Eastern Renewable Energy Zones project...
Mr. Meyer concluded, noting that transmission history has involved individual lines and
facilitates, but it now needs to be brought to another level. A key question is: What should the
network look like? There are different ways of structuring the whole.
Questions and Answers
 Energy Futures Coalition consideration of State processes: While realizing expertise
lies with utilities, the Energy Futures Coalition believes that there is need for federal
authority and a federal framework to get transmission implemented.
III. Roundtable Discussion: Stakeholder Perspectives
The third session featured discussion among stakeholders, where they identified their
organization’s initiatives and possible areas for collaboration and coordination across sectors.
Miles Keogh, of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, noted the
absence of federal leadership and the State’s connection with constituent concerns led to the
implementation of State RPS’. Mr. Keogh made strong statements to support State engagement
in transmission planning processes because State agencies involved in transmission have the
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best understanding of the topic. Federal agencies may not be close enough to the State
stakeholders to deal with local issues. Mr. Keogh concluded with the suggestion that there are
ways to address local concerns by using existing State processes, thereby leveraging what states
have already done.
Tom Sloan, Kansas State Representative, focused his comment from the perspective of his
constituents. Representative Sloan stated that a 20% RPS placed a burden on State lawmakers
and what their principal concern is more federal direction, possibly from FERC or Congress.
“They literally want to be told where to build renewable energy,” stated Rep. Sloan.
Commissioners are not prepared to deal with traditional regulated operators and new
independent companies do not fit existing models. Representative Sloan also stressed the
importance of State lawmakers being able to address intermittence issues, since this is a real
issue for their constituents.
Katherine Gensler, of the Solar Energy Industries Association, responded to Representative
Sloan’s comments and suggested a bifurcation of authority may be ideal. Ms. Gensler stressed
that the process not be tied to who is running it, but that whatever entities become the decision
makers value education and outreach in the beginning since buy-in is essential
Steve Clemmer, Union of Concerned Scientists, referenced some of the bigger national policies
that are being discussed that may impact transmission implementation, including Representative
Markey’s introduced legislation on climate change which references 150,000 MW of
renewables, with half coming from wind alone. Diversity has its benefits, as it would provide
savings in all parts of the country. It is especially important to remember that this could benefit
the southwest more than other areas of the country, as they import most of their coal from other
countries. He concluded his remarks by stating that without transmission, bold initiatives such as
this legislation will never be implemented.
Additional Participant Comments
 Support for federal intervention exists from institutions and stakeholders.The key
question is how do we scramble to keep up with what the public wants?
 Building processes that bring stakeholders to the table right up front is imperative.
Landowner and non-participating landowner should bring their interests to the forefront.
There is a history in this country of eminent domain running roughshod through rural
communities all in the name of public good. However, eminent domain can be avoided if
there is education and outreach on the front end. An inclusionary process would lend to
these efforts.
IV. Regulatory Commissions
In the fourth session of the day, regulatory officials identified the roles necessary, including
their own, for the successful implementation of transmission expansion.
Jon Wellinghoff, Commissioner, Federal Energy Regulatory Committee (FERC), noted his top
three questions:
1. What is the problem we are trying to solve?
2. How do we deliver high quality energy to remote, low quality centers?
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3. How do we deliver high quality energy to load centers?
Commissioner Wellinghoff suggested separating the transmission discussion into two separate
systems: electricity and politically. FERC’s priorities remain consistent with what
states/communities want. A “one-size fits all approach does not work,” he stated. FERC is
supporting entrepreneurs and independents that are moving forward with several projects, but
the question remains regarding whether enough transmission is being proposed or built to meet
demand. He concluded his remarks by telling the group that FERC is waiting on direction from
Congress. How and who will pay for transmission lines also remains a challenge. Congress will
need to give this directive. Wellinghoff expressed optimism that a combination of state siting
and regional planning could be successful.
Rick Sergel, of the North American Electric Reliability Corporation, stressed the need for
transmission expansion and better inclusion of energy providers: the solar industry must be
involved in the planning process. With respect to renewables and transmission, whatever
positions are taken in respect to policy, planning, the law, all be held accountable. If the States
believe they can accomplish these tasks, then they should take the lead just as long as there is
oversight and they are doing the job.
Demand side management is crucial to success. Base load optimization requires coordinated
technologies, e.g. Plug-In Electric Hybrid Vehicles, local resources and those further away
geographically. Mr. Sergel concluded his remarks with “we must follow the transmission.
Where it goes will determine the future of renewables.”
Rick Morgan, Commissioner, District of Columbia Public Service, and a member of the
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, discussed renewables
implementation from a local perspective and informed participants that there is currently a mix
of traditional and restructured markets across the fifty-one Public Utility Commissions. Most
states have the authority over siting transmission, though the District of Columbia does not. The
District of Columbia has a Renewable Portfolio Standard in place, but imports Renewable
Energy Credits. Because states have taken the lead on promoting renewables, local regions are
very concerned about Environmental Impact Statements.
Questions and Answers
Jon Wellinghoff provided responses for the following participant questions:
 Satisfying revolutionary demand: An extra high-voltage grid to deliver electricity to
remote areas. States are not likely the parties intended to do this
 Implementing transmission lines in remote areas: This may be a challenge, but the
planning phase can address this. Once proper planning is determined, lines need to be large
enough to handle storage and passage. A system similar to the universal service associated
with telephone bills could be implemented, but Congress should give this directive
 State’s role in the planning process: The process should not start from zero. Senator
Reid’s bill could be used to promote planning, but it is up to states to form regional entities
and for FERC to be the backstop
Rick Morgan provided a response for the following participant question:
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 Satisfying” revolutionary” demand: A top-down approach to transmission planning is
not going to be productive and a mandate to do so will not end well. Decoupling is a
measure that could meet certain conditions. States would object to the idea of the federal
government prejudging decisions that Public Utility Commissions could make.
 Both generation and demand for electricity have grown by 30% and transmission has
grown by 10%. This presents a compelling case for growth. Natural gas offers another
model; pipelines are with FERC authority.
 Implementing transmission lines in remote areas: A toll system seems logical for
transmission in remote area; it is the best one can do without allocating a fee before it is built
V. Regional Transmission Initiatives That Support Renewables: Regional and National
Dynamic
The final discussion of the day was devoted to regional transmission planning needs and
strategies and opportunities for cross-regional collaboration.
Jay Caspary, Southwest Power Pool (SPP), first discussed four “critical collaborative” efforts
he sees as intricate to transmission expansion.
1. Expand existing expansion joint planning studies, such as DOE/National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) sponsored Eastern Interconnection Transmission Assessment
Group (EITAG) and integrating those results into existing regional plans.
2. Expand inter-regional planning studies to identify and address related issues with large
transfers of renewable energy from plains to load centers in Eastern Interconnection.
3. Address operational and market issues with large-scale wind integration Continued
support of Nebraska Power Association (NPA) Wind Integration Study.
4. Initiate “inter-connection” studies to support renewable development and integration of
the Eastern Interconnection and Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC), and
potentially Electric Reliability Council of Texas, too.
Mr. Caspary concluded his remarks by noting what SPP needed from other organizations to be
successful in transmission expansion and implementation:
1. Leadership to facilitate development of scope for and resources to perform a joint SPPWECC study.
2. Help in addressing needs to deal with operational and market issues in near term, such as
identifying potential solutions to ensure system security.
3. Support for Electric Power Research Institute Program 173 - Integration of Variable
Generation and Controllable Loads: Grid Reliability Impact and Solutions.
4. Support in development of procedures, to facilitate effective bulk power transmission
expansion overlay planning and implementation
5. Provide leadership in technical and economic analyses for expansion planning, as well as
operational impacts and market implications, for large scale renewable development in
collaborative efforts assuming resources are available
6. Provide leadership in identification and implementation of effective long range planning
processes, as well as cost allocation proposals to facilitate inter-regional, interconnection
wide and national grid expansion plans.
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Dale Osborn, of the Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, presented an analogy
to describe the type of “vehicles” necessary to deliver electricity: smaller trucks deliver smaller
loads shorter places and the largest trucks deliver the largest loads to the faraway places. Mr.
Osborn raised the subject of implementing smaller versions of RTOs that could handle planning,
operations, reliability and settlements, but would also not need interconnection. Mr. Osborn
stressed the importance of proper organization and oversight of such entities because there is a
different set of stakeholders making decisions and suggested that such an entity be ruled by an
organization, not committee and have a planning group associated with it.
Doug Larson, Western Interstate Energy Board, reported on the Western Renewable Energy
Zone (WREZ) process, which has provided information to independent decision makers. Mr.
Larson referenced the California energy crisis of 2001 and how it alarmed governors in the west.
The situation caused leaders to think about transmission planning in the future. The WREZ seeks
to identify those areas in the West with vast renewable resources to expedite the development
and delivery of renewable energy to where it is needed. WREZ participants are analyzing
renewable energy resources within 11 states, two Canadian provinces, and areas in Mexico that
are part of the Western Interconnection. The initiative ultimately seeks to identify renewable
megawatts in identified renewable energy zones (REZs), as well as the conceptual transmission
plans needed to deliver the renewable energy to load centers. The initiative will accomplish this
goal by first identifying all commercial renewable resource potential, aggregate the best potential
for utility-scale renewable megawatts in identified REZs, and then help develop the conceptual
transmission plans.
Mr. Larson outlined the four phases of the WREZ process:
Phase 1: Identify renewable resource potential in the Western Interconnection.
Develop criteria to refine and identify the highest quality and most concentrated renewable
energy resources while factoring in important considerations, including wildlife, environmental
concerns and valued land use. Identify key assumptions and methods to determine generation
and transmission costs to deliver renewable resources from each REZ to specified load centers.
Phase 2: Conceptual Transmission Planning
Through existing Western Electricity Coordinating Council and sub-regional transmission
planning groups, develop conceptual transmission plans to deliver energy from the highestranking WREZs to identified load centers. This will include transmission modeling to study the
transmission needed to move power from WREZs to load and the price of that delivered power.
As in Phase I, this will include a coarse environmental screening with input from the E&L
working group regarding the best existing and potentially new corridors for optimal transmission
siting. Deliver a tool that measures the cost of delivering electricity generated from WREZs to
load centers across the region.
Phase 3: Coordinating Procurement
Stimulate the development of commercial renewable generation and transmission projects, or
modification of existing proposed projects, to deliver renewable power consistent with WREZ
initiative findings. Bring state utility commissions, LSEs, and generators together to develop
mechanisms to increase power procurement across state lines. Develop methods to encourage
coordinated power procurement among utility power buyers to aggregate demand for renewable
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power from identified REZs.
Phase 4: Interstate Cooperation
Engage political, industry, environmental, consumer groups, and other stakeholders to facilitate
the permitting and funding of multi-state generation and transmission projects.
For more on the WREZ, see: http://www.westgov.org/wga/initiatives/wrez/
Anne Gillette, of the California Public Utilities Commission (PUC), reported on the Renewable
Energy Transmission Initiative (RETI), a statewide initiative to help identify the transmission
projects needed to accommodate renewable energy goals, support future energy policy, and
facilitate transmission corridor designation and transmission and generation siting and
permitting. Participants in RETI include investor-owned utilities, municipal utilities, California
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), California Energy Commission, California Independent
System Operator, developers, environmental advocates, and other interested parties. RETI is
committed to an open, inclusive, and transparent process. RETI is a three-phased process. Phase
1 included identification and ranking of CREZs. Phase 2 refined CREZ analysis for priority
zones and development of statewide conceptual transmission plan, which was completed in
December 2008. In Phase 3, a detailed transmission plan for CREZs will be developed.
Ms. Gillette discussed some of the challenges RETI has faced. Because RETI is a statewide
process, it has included municipal utility and independent system operators’ participation.
Municipal utilities do not have the same target as the California RPS. RETI has also attempted
to streamline the need determination process, as any transmission project must meet need
determination requirements as identified by the California Energy Commission. To satisfy need
determination requirements, a transmission project must be consistent with the RETI
transmission plan are needed to facilitate the achievement of RPS goals. This has become the
biggest obstacle for RETI, as there has not yet been a formal need. The biggest lesson learned is
the need to be clear about this message.
For more on the RETI process, see http://www.energy.ca.gov/reti/index.html.
Ms. Gillette stressed the importance of stakeholder inclusion early on in transmission siting
decisions. This involves working with environmental stakeholders to determine sites that may be
harmful or controversial. Many environmental NGO’s in California are involved at the federal
level, but struggled at the local level. RETI funding comes from the California Energy
Commission.
David Terry represented the Governor’s Wind Energy Coalition. The Coalition is comprised of
twenty-seven governors from around the country and providing Governors with technical
information, including renewable electricity standards and workforce development issues. The
goal is to promote consensus policies that they should adopt. The Coalition’s transmission
subcommittee will work on education documents for Governors’ staffs. The group will convene
a meeting with Governors’ staffs, soon. The transmission subcommittee needs relevant
documents to deliver to these staffs.
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Discussion
Interconnection Across Regions and States
The group discussed the value of creating an interconnection-wide planning body and the roles
such an organization could play. ERCOT is interested in exploring costs and benefits for
transmission interconnection between the east and west. The next step in value of connecting
two grids is an economic study. An example study could examine the price of power from
Kansas to the west compared to power from Texas. Other similar studies could be done in SPP
and WECC. A key question is whether respective ISO’s would have enthusiasm for this
concept. Some felt that newer organizations, or very large, non-jurisdictional groups, would be
more adaptable to this. One option, or alternative to this, could be eastern connect and western
connect planning groups.
Federal Policy Formulation
The question “If we were to crafting new federal policy, we would have to ask what gaps
needed to be filled with a sense of urgency and transparency?” This could be something that is
used to guide federal actions under federal law. The Energy Future Coalition is looking at this
on a much broader scale.
Scenario Planning and Coordinated Procurement
At the end of the day, the group discussed a few interrelated needs including the need to
understand possible future scenarios and what transmission and renewable production is needed
in each of those scenarios. Participants noted that depending on a combination of a variety of
factors, demand for electricity, carbon and or renewable portfolio legislation, and ability to
proceed with development at different paces – there could be different future’s that require
different combinations of needs for renewables and transmission. Pro-Mod does give some idea
of what happens when you remove coal plants. MISO completes four future scenario studies a
year. For each one of those there is a different transmission system. One interest was to explore
possible futures under various demands for renewables and policy needed to address the needs.
Second, in those regions where utilities decide they want to ramp up renewables there is
increasing interest in coordinating procurement. In the West, the Western Interstate Energy
Board is exploring with their utilities whether coordinating procurement would assist with
reducing the risk associated with individual utility decisions and the burden of cost allocation
decisions placed on states. California is trying to address these issues, too. The California
Energy Commission (CEC) is coordinating between the RETI process and ISO process to
develop a long-term procurement plan. This involves coordinating the inputs, assumptions, and
scenarios for each so they are consistent. In the West, participants are exploring whether to put a
mechanism in place for driving down the cost for coordinated procurement.
Third, a question is whether through individual decisions to build transmission lines will result
in lines being under-sized. Congress has the responsibility to super size wires, but unless the
right-of-ways and towers are sited properly the first time, building lines that will accommodate
not only mid term, but also long-term demands, will be unsuccessful.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
The Renewables Initiatives Forum provided the opportunity for stakeholders to engage in a
forward-thinking dialogue on the challenges and opportunities present in electric transmission
planning and implementation. The afternoon featured presentations and discussions from a broad
and complete range of sectors that promised to lay the foundation for further conversations on
these important issues.
Participants identified common themes and areas where stakeholders could work together.
Particular emphasis was put on the following ideas:
 Federal guidance and oversight, with local and regional participation, may be necessary
for broad transmission planning and implementation to be successful;
 Modeling future scenarios is essential to the defense of transmission planning, as the
paradigm has shifted;
 Transmission planning should be done more comprehensively than in the past;
 Action must be taken expeditiously, but thoughtfully, for transmission to support
increased renewables development;
 Interconnection studies should be completed to validate costs;
 Interest is evident in replicating processes similar to WREZ and RETI on a national scale.
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ATTACHMENT A

Renewable Initiatives Forum: Dialogue on Implementation Issues
for Renewables and Transmission
Tuesday, March 10th
Co-sponsored by the American Wind Energy Association, the Biomass Power Association, the National
Association of Regulatory Utilities Commissioners, the National Conference of State Legislatures, the National
Wind Coordinating Collaborative, the Western Area Power Administration, the National Hydropower Association
and others

American Wind Energy Association
1501 M Street, NW
Conference Center (‘S’ Level)
Washington, DC 20005
AGENDA

Forum Purpose:
The afternoon will be dedicated to:




Identifying needed activities and opportunities for coordination and collaboration that are necessary
to achieve the new administration’s goal of doubling renewable energy development within three
years; and
Discussing participants’ respective organization’s top transmission and siting-related initiatives to
address implementation challenges; and
Identifying gaps across sectors where coordination is vital.

12:30-1:00 pm

Tuesday, March 10th, 2009
Registration

1:00-1:05

I. Welcome, Introductions & Meeting Purpose

1:05-1:35

II. Perspectives on Federal Policy Direction
/Initiatives
○ What are key federal initiatives
with regard to transmission
implementation?
○ What is necessary to garner
support for these initiatives?
○ What is your organization’s role
in implementing these initiatives?
○ What is the role for other
stakeholders in attendance?

Abby Arnold, NWCC facilitator,
Kearns & West, Inc.

Bill White, David Gardiner &
Associates, LLC
Greg Wetstone, AWEA
Chase Huntley, The Wilderness
Society
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1:35 – 2:00

DOE
o

o

2:00 – 2:45

What top priorities does DOE
have to implement doubling
renewables in the next three
years?
What coordination is necessary for
DOE to be successful in
implementation?

Roundtable Discussion: Stakeholder
Perspectives
o What are your organization’s top
initiatives to double renewables in
the next three years and develop
transmission to support
renewables generation?
o What is your organization’s role
in beginning a coordination
strategy?
o What gaps in sector collaboration
exist?

Megan McCluer, U.S. DOE, Office
of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy
David Meyer, U.S. DOE, Office of
Electricity Delivery and Energy
Reliability

Miles Keogh, NARUC
Tom Sloan, Kansas House of
Representatives
Glen Andersen, NCSL (via
conference)
Steve Clemmer, Union of Concerned
Scientists
Ron Grady, HDR/DTA, NHA
Member
Katherine Gensler, SEIA

2:45 – 3:25

Regulatory Commissions
o What collaborative efforts do you
view as the most integral to the
success of doubling renewables in
the next three years?
o What do you need from various
stakeholder groups?
o What role do you see for your
organization?

3:25 – 3:45

Break

3:45 – 5:15

II. Regional Transmission Initiatives That
Support Renewables: Regional and
National Dynamic
Roundtable Discussion: Regional Transmission
Planning Needs and Strategies for CrossRegional Collaboration to Support Doubling
Renewables in Next Two Years and Beyond
o

o

What collaborative efforts do you
view as the most integral to the
success of building new
transmission to support
developing renewables in the next
three years?
What do you need from various

Jon Wellinghoff, Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission
Rick Sergel, NERC,
Rick Morgan, DC Public Service
Commission

Moderator: Abby Arnold, NWCC
Facilitator, Kearns & West, Inc.
Jay Caspary, SPP
Dale Osborn, MISO
Doug Larson, Western Interstate
Energy Board
Anne Gillette, CA Public Utilities
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o

stakeholder groups?
What role do you see for your
organization?

5:15 – 6:00

IV. Discussion of Next Steps, Gaps in Sector
Collaboration, and Opportunities for
Coordination

6:00

Adjourn for Evening/Reception: Reception to
follow upstairs, at the American Wind Energy
Association’s offices.

Commission, RETI, (confirmed)
David Terry, Governors Wind
Energy Coalition
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Attachment C
S. 539
March 5, 2009
Reid Discusses Introduction of Green Transmission Bill
Clean Renewable Energy and Economic Development Act
“…If we have no way of transmitting that electricity where it’s needed, all the production
of renewable energy is not going to matter. That’s why we need a super highway, a
freeway to carry electricity wherever it needs to go. We have three main regions in this
country that have networks of transmission of electricity. They are inadequate. They
don’t work.
“Renewable energy is not created where there are lots of people. Renewable energy is
created in remote areas of our state. Take for example solar energy in White Plain
County. We need to take it where there are lots of people. And that’s what this legislation
is all about. To allow a county like White Plain to create lots of electricity, lots of energy,
and to take it where it’s needed.
“…and the reason this legislation is important is, we create jobs. We can produce
renewable energy and take it some place, it creates thousands of jobs in Nevada. During
the last ten years, we have created 6,000 miles of pipeline to carry natural gas. During
that same period of time, we have created 600 miles of power lines for electricity. We’ve
got to change that. That’s what this legislation is all about.”
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